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1 Introduction 
 
 
ECOBOX EVO is the evolution of ECOBOX controller. 
It summarises and makes available all the functionalities developed on the previous 
editions, that are: 

- PZHBC0H002 FIRST ECOBOX RELEASE 
- PZHBC0H00F ECOBOX with CO2 MANAGEMENT WITH TEMPERATURE 
- PZHBC0H00R ECOBOX with CO2 MANAGEMENT WITH HIGH PRESSURE SWITCH 
- NEW PZHBC0H00V ECOBOX EVO  

 
 
 
On ECOBOX EVO the main innovations introduced are related to the 2nd input 
configurable functions. 

Parameter A11 : 
0 = Evaporator Temperature (defrost) only = default 
1 = Condenser/Gas cooler High Temperature, 
2 = High Pressure Switch Only, 
3 = Evap Defrost Probe and High Pressure Switch. 
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2 Hardware specification 

 
Part Number :  PZHBC0H0** 
 

Refer to PJEZ model C (3 relay) 230Vac: 

 Compressor relay 2HP; 

 Fan and Light relay 8A. 
Red display. 

 
 
Frame :  

 
 
 
Keyboard :  
 
 
BUZZER MUTE 
( Parameters Editing;  
  with password protection, 
  default “22” )        
(up)        DAY- NIGHT    
 
 
LIGHT ON/OFF 
(down)  
 
 
 
Buzzer. 
 
Terminals are plug-in removable connector (female screw connectors as option). 
 
Front Fast Mounting with two screws and brackets 
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Wiring diagram: 
 

 
 

 
Inputs: 

 PINS:8-9 
Regulation probe (air return temperature)  

 PINS:10-9 
Function of 2nd input is defined by the parameter A11  

0 = Evaporator Temperature (defrost) only = default 
1 = Condenser/Gas cooler High Temperature, 
2 = High Pressure Switch Only,   
3 = Evap Defrost Probe and High Pressure Switch 

 

 PINS:11-9 
Door / curtain switch  

 
Output 

 Compressor relay (COMPR) 

 Evaporator Fan relay (FAN) 

 Aux relay (LIGHT) 
 
Operation mode 

 Day Mode    (saved in eeprom in order to resume previous operation if power-off 
occurs) 

 Night Mode  (saved in eeprom in order to resume previous operation if power-off 
occurs) 

 Cold Climate Protection Mode (will be referred as CCP mode) 
 
 
NOTE : different outputs configuration can be tested using CAREL software “Visual 
Parameter Manager”, available for free on http://ksa.carel.com/ 
 
 
 

http://ksa.carel.com/
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3 Normal Mode ( Day or Night ) 
 
 
Overview : 

 
 
 
Normal Mode status ( Day or Night Mode ) is saved in eeprom in order to resume previous 
operation if Power-Off. r6 and r7 timers are reset at power up. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

rd 

time 

            ON 
COMP.  
            OFF 

Regulation probe 

DAY set 

St 

r5 
NIGHT set 

St + r4 

DAY MODE NIGHT MODE 
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Transitions : 

FROM TO CHANGED BY 

DAY NIGHT 

 
Push button ”DAY-NIGHT” 
 

 
Door continuously closed  for more than “r6” time. 
 

   

NIGHT DAY 

 
Push button “DAY-NIGHT” pressed 

- DAY set point – immediate 
- Light ON - immediate  

 

 
MANUAL : Door opening and if “r8” is expired.  
(The timer “r8” starts when the NIGHT mode is selected by keyboard) 

- DAY set point – immediate 
- Light ON – immediate  

 

AUTOMATIC : In Night Mode status for more than “r7” time. 
- DAY set point – immediate 
- Light remains OFF and timer “r10” starts; when timer “r10” 

expires Lights are ON. (when r10=0, Light ON – immediate) 
 

 

COMPRESSOR Display 
COMPRESSOR 

Icon 

ON ON 

OFF OFF 

PENDING BLINK 

 
Parameters involved :  

Parameter Description min Max UOM default 

St user set point r1 r2 °C/°F 4.0 

rd DAY differential 0.1 +20.0 °C/°F 2.0 

r1 minimum set point allowed -50.0 r2 °C/°F -50.0 

r2 maximum set point allowed r1 +150.0 °C/°F 90.0 

r4 Night Mode set point delta -50.0 +50.0 °C/°F 3.0 
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r5 NIGHT differential 0.1 +20.0 °C/°F 4.0 

r6 
Day to Night Mode;  
time period with close door 

0 90 Hours 4 

r7 
Night to Day Mode;  
time period in Night mode 

1 90 Hours 6 

r8 
Time to allow the door closure after 
entering in Night mode by keyboard 

0 90 Sec 10 

r10 
After automatic transition from NIGHT 
to DAY (r7), when timer “r10” expires 
Lights are switched ON. 

0 24 Hour 0 

 
Please refer also to “easy/easy compact  User Manual” : “4.3 Temperature control”. 
 
If r6 = 0 Saving Mode is restored immediately when the door is closed, this setting is 
indicated for “Open Front” cabinet with curtain instead of door. 
Also r8 = 0 is suggested for “Open Front” cabinet. 
 

 
 

 
DUTY SETTING : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If C4 = 0 : comp. always ON 
If C4 = 100 : comp. always OFF 
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3.1.1 Day mode 

 
Regulation: 

 
 
 
 

  

EVAPORATOR 
FAN 

 
IF COMPRESSOR ON = ON 
 

 
IF COMPRESSOR OFF =  
see “Evap. Fan Management” 
and “Door switch management” 
 

  

 
LIGHT 

 
Entering in Day Mode : ON 
 
Can be switched on/off by push button 
LIGHT ON/OFF (down) 
 
Delayed by “r10” when automatic entering. 
 

  

 
DEFROST 
 

 
Enabled 

  

 
DISPLAY 
 

 
- Regulation probe temperature 
- Icons likewise standard Carel 
 

rd 

           ON 
Compressor  
activation  
request            OFF 

St  

Regulation probe 
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3.1.2 Night mode 

 
Regulation: 

 
 

  

EVAPORATOR 
FAN 

 
IF COMPRESSOR ON = ON 
 

 
IF COMPRESSOR OFF =  
see “Evap. Fan Management” 
and “Door switch management” 
 

  

 
LIGHT 

 
Entering in Night Mode : OFF 
 
Can be switched on/off by push button LIGHT 
ON/OFF (down) 
 

  

 
DEFROST 
 

 
Enabled 

  

 
DISPLAY 
 

 
- Regulation probe temperature,  
     alternating  with “ECO“  
                       
- Icons likewise standard Carel 
 

 
 

r5 

Regulation probe 

           ON 
Compressor 
activation  
request            OFF 

St + r4 
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4 Cold Climate Protection 
 
 
 

 
 
Mode Transitions : 

 
FROM 

 
TO 

 
CHANGED BY 

 

   

 
NORMAL 

 
CCP 

 
If  “Regulation probe” < “St” – “CCt”,   
for a period of more then “CCd” delay time. 
 

   

 
CCP 

 
NORMAL 

 
If  “Regulation probe” > “St”  
 

 
 
 
 

rd 

time 

            ON 
COMP.  
            OFF 

Regulation probe 

St 

DAY or NIGHT 

MODE 

DAY or NIGHT 

MODE 

 
COLD 

CLIMATE 
PROTECTION 

 

MODE 

CCt CCd 
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In Cold Climate Protection status :  

  

 
COMPRESSOR 

 
OFF 
 
( Regulation is disabled ) 
 

  

 
EVAPORATOR FAN 

 
ON  
 
( no Duty Cycle ) 
 

  

 
LIGHT 

 
ON 
 
( Can’t be switched on/off by pushbutton ) 
 

  

 
DEFROST 
 

 
Disabled 

  

 
DISPLAY 
 

 
- Regulation probe temperature,  
     alternating  with “CCP“  
                
- Icons likewise standard Carel 
 

 
 
 
Parameters involved : 

Parameter Description min Max UOM default 

CCt CCP Mode : temperature delta 0.1 +20.0 °C/°F 2.0 

CCd CCP Mode : delay 0 199 Min 30 
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5 Normal Defrost 
 
Please refer also to “easy/easy compact  User Manual” : “4.7 Defrost”. 
 
Defrost is not performed during Initial Pull Down (parameter : Pd is the timer). 
 
Defrost is performed only by time when input 2 is set as : 

A11 = 1 = Condenser/Gas cooler High Temperature, 
A11 = 2 = High Pressure Switch Only, 

 
Defrost can be performed also by temperature when input 2 is set as : 

A11 = 0 = Evaporator Temperature (defrost) only = default 
A11 = 3 = Evap Defrost Probe and High Pressure Switch. 

In these cases only, parameters “dt” and “d10” are taken in consideration.  
 

  

ENABLING conditions 

Mode : DAY or NIGHT 

Regulation Probe < “d11”  

Not during Initial Pull Down 

  

START conditions 
Determined by  
“d0” and “A11” 

By Time :  
interval between defrosts “dI” expired; 
set “1dI” to define the “dI” way of counting : 

By Temperature :  
Evaporator probe < “d10” 
( if Evap. Probe enabled and not in fail. ) 

By pushing “DOWN” + “DAY-NIGHT” 
buttons (show “SdF” as Start Defrost required) 

  

DEFROST status 

COMPRESSOR         : OFF 

EVAPORATOR FAN  : 
d13=0 FAN ON (default) 
d13=1 FAN OFF 

  

END conditions 
Determined by  
“d0” and “A11” 

By Time :  
after maximum time defrost duration “dP” 

By Temperature :  
Evaporator probe > “dt” 
( if Evap. Probe enabled and not in fail. ) 

By pushing “DOWN” + “DAY-NIGHT” 
buttons(show “EdF” as Start Defrost required) 
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Display: One of the following mode can be selected by “d6” parameter 

 Regulation probe temperature alternate to “dF“; 

 Freeze Regulation probe temperature before Defrost starting 
Icons likewise standard Carel. 
 

 
Parameters involved : 
Parameter Description Min Max UOM default 

 
d0 
 

Type of defrost 0 3 - 0 

 
d01 
 

To define If Hot Gas defrost or not. 
Enabled only when rele output is configured 
as defrost. 
0=normal defrost ( compressor OFF ) 
1= Hot Gas defrost  ( compressor ON ) 

0 1 - 0 

dI Start defrost condition : interval time 0 199 Hours 8 

1dI 

interval time “dI” way of counting : 
 

- 0 = real time, “dI” is always counted; 
 

- 1= Time “dI” is counted only when 
Compressor is ON. (DEFAULT) 

0 1 - 1 

dt 
End defrost condition :  
evaporator temperature threshold 
( if Evap. Probe enabled and not in fail. ) 

-50.0 +127.0 °C/°F 4.0 

dP 
End defrost condition :  
maximum time defrost duration 

1 199 Min 30 

d6 
temperature displayed “frozen” during 
defrost 

0 1 - 0 

d/ 

Input #2 reading 
 
Only this reading is also directly accessible, 

pushing “UP”+“DAY-NIGHT” buttons. 

- - °C/°F - 

d10 
Start defrost condition :  
evaporator temperature threshold 
( if Evap. Probe enabled and not in fail. ) 

-50.0 +127.0 °C/°F -10.0 

d11 
Enabling defrost condition :  
regulation probe threshold. 

-50.0 +127.0 °C/°F 15.0 

d13 

FAN status during defrost 
 
d13=0 FAN ON (default) 
d13=1 FAN OFF 

0 1 - 0 
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Type of defrost : 

d0 
Evaporator 

Probe 
Start 

condition 
End 

condition 

Evaporator 
Probe 
Alarm  
“E1” 

0 Disabled By time ( dI ) By time ( dP ) Disabled 

1 Enabled By time ( dI ) 

By Evap. Temp.( dt ) or  
by time ( dP ), whichever 
come first. 
 
( Only by time ( dP ) if 
Evaporator Probe  
is in failure. ) 

Enabled 

2 Enabled 

By Evap.Temp.( d10 ) 
 
( By time ( dI ) if 
Evaporator Probe  
is in failure. ) 

By Evap. Temp.( dt )  
or  
by time ( dP ), whichever 
come first. 
 
( Only by time ( dP ) if 
Evaporator Probe  
is in failure. ) 

Enabled 

3 Enabled 

By Evap.Temp.( d10 ) 
or  
by time ( dI ), 
whichever come first. 
 
( By time ( dI ) if 
Evaporator Probe  
is in failure. ) 

By Evap. Temp.( dt ) or  
by time ( dP ), whichever 
come first. 
 
( Only by time ( dP ) if 
Evaporator Probe  
is in failure. ) 

Enabled 
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6 Pull down 
 
 

1. Pull Down starts: every time the regulation temperature is above the threshold 
temperature “Pt”.  

 
2. During Pull Down: 

a. All defrost requests are ignored (except manual push button requests if 
implemented).  

b. The controller is also inhibited from switching to saving mode during pull 
down mode 

 
3. Pull Down ends: when the temperature reaches the DAY_setpoint or Pd time 

elapsed. 
 

4. After Pull Down ends: The controller is inhibited from switching to saving mode 
until timer “r9” is expired. Timer r9 starts from when pull down ends.  
 
DAY/NIGHT automatic status changing is not affected by Pull-down status; that is, if 

energy saving mode is required to start before r9 time complete then night mode will start 
when r9 timer completes; 
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Parameters involved:  
Parameter Description min Max UOM default 

Pt Pull Down initiation temperature 0 127 °C/°F 30 

r9 
 
Time the Saving Mode is disabled 
after the Pull Down ends. 

0 24 Hour 0 

 
Pd 
 

Maximum Pull-down time 
( c0 has priority, when c0 > 0) 

0 250 Hour 250 
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7 Refrigerant System Failure Alarm  

        No-downward tendency Protection 
 

  

ENABLING conditions 
Always enabled, 
if Regulation Probe not in failure. 

  

START conditions 
If COMPRESSOR is continuously ON  
for more than programmed  “d12” time  
and Regulation Probe doesn’t decrease 

  

PROTECTION status Like Normal Defrost 

  

END conditions Like Normal Defrost 

 

 
 
 

rd 

time 

            ON 
COMP.  
            OFF 

Regulation 
probe 

St  

Defrost status 

downward 

tendency 

= 

reset timer 

d12  
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If this defrost starting condition occours twice consecutively since power on, the 
Refrigerant System Failure Alarm will be activated : 
 
In Refrigerant System Failure Alarm status :  

  

 
COMPRESSOR 

 
OFF 
( Regulation is disabled ) 
 

  

EVAPORATOR FAN 

 
OFF  
( no Duty Cycle ) 
 

  

LIGHT 

 
OFF 
( Can’t be switched on/off by push button ) 
 

  

 
DEFROST 
 

Disabled 

  

 
USER INTERFACE 
 

 
- Regulation probe temperature,  
     alternating  with “Err“  
 
- Alarm Icon ON 
 
- Buzzer ON  
 

  

ALARM RESET POWER OFF 

 
 
Parameters involved : 
Parameter Description Min Max UOM default 

d12 

 
No-downward tendency defrost, 
Start condition :  
time with Compressor continuously ON 
and Regulation Probe doesn’t decrease. 
 

A10 199 Min 30 
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8 Evaporator Fan management 
 
 

MODE COMPRESSOR EVAPORATOR FAN 

DAY 

ON ON 

OFF 
DAY Duty Cycle 
See also “Door switch management”  

NIGHT 

ON ON 

OFF NIGHT Duty Cycle 

CCP OFF ON 

DEFROST OFF ON 

DOOR OPEN - OFF 

 
 

EVAPORATOR FAN 
Display 

FAN  Icon 

ON ON 

OFF OFF 

 
Parameters involved : 

Parameter Description min Max UOM default 

Fd0 DAY Duty Cycle : ON time 1 100 Min 5 

FdF 
DAY Duty Cycle : OFF time 
 
FdF=0 : FAN always ON (DAY) 

0 100 Min 10 

Fn0 NIGHT Duty Cycle : ON time 1 100 Min 5 

FnF 
NIGHT Duty Cycle : OFF time 
 
FnF=0 :  FAN always ON (NIGHT) 

0 100 Min 20 
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The Both Duty Cycles begin with ON status : 

 
 

 

           ON 
 
Compressor activation 
 
            OFF 

           ON 
 
FAN Duty Cycle 
 
            OFF 
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9 Loads activation delay 
 
 

Parameter Description min Max UOM default 

F0 

 
Start delay for FAN and COMPRESSOR 
when both are required ON by the 
Regulation, like after : 

 Power-on* 

 Mode changing 

 Door closing 
(only when FAN or COMPRESSOR are 
OFF; do nothing if they are already ON) 
*( c0 has priority, when c0 > 0) 

1 100 Sec 3 

 
 
 

time 

            ON 
FAN  
            OFF 

F0 

            ON 
REQUEST  
            OFF 

            ON 
LIGHT  
            OFF 

            ON 
COMP.  
            OFF 

F0 
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10 Light  manager 
 
 
 

ENTERING  
MODE 

LIGHT  
STATUS 

 
“LIGHT ON/OFF”  

SWITCHING 
ENABLED 

 

DAY ON YES 

NIGHT OFF YES 

CCP ON NO 

RSF OFF NO 

 
 
No Icons on display when Light is ON. 
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11 Door switch / Curtain switch management 
 

DOOR 
SWITCHING 

ACTION 

CLOSING 
 
Open Door Alarm “dor” is resetted 
 

  

OPENING 
 
 
- In Normal Mode  
( Day or Night ) 
 
- In Cold Climate 
Protection 
 

 
MODE : DAY 
 

 
If A10 equal to 0 EVAPORATOR FAN : ON 
 
If A10 not equal to 0 EVAPORATOR FAN : OFF 
 

 
If A10 not equal to 0 and if door remains opened for more than 
“A10” time : 

 COMPRESSOR : OFF 

 EVAPORATOR FAN : OFF 

 Open Door Alarm “dor” is activated : 
- Buzzer : ON; 
- Display “dor”; 
- Alarm Icon : ON. 

 

  

OPENING 
 
 
- In Defrost  
( the defrost event 

has priority ) 

 
MODE : DAY 
 

 
EVAPORATOR FAN : ON 
 

 
If A10 equal to 0 (normal defrost): 

 COMPRESSOR : OFF 

 EVAPORATOR FAN : ON 
 
If A10 not equal to 0 and if door remains opened for more than 
“A10” time : 

 COMPRESSOR : OFF 

 EVAPORATOR FAN : ON 

 Open Door Alarm “dor” is activated : 
- Buzzer : ON; 
- Display “dor”; 
- Alarm Icon : ON. 
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OPENING 
In any status 

 
If A10 not equal to 0 and if door remains opened for more than 
“A20” time : 
it means that it's not a real open door , it's a faulty door switch.  
In this case: 
- normal day mode regulation can start;  
- door switch is not more evaluated;  
- Energy Saving timers (r6, r7) are not more running; 
- Display indications “dor” remains, alternating with “/4”  
          display probe and “E2” alarm. 
 

 
Parameters involved :  

Parameter Description min Max UOM default 

A10 Open Door Alarm delay 0 10 min 5 

A20 Faulty Door switch Alarm   A10 60 min 15 

 
 
If A10 = 0 the Door Alarm is disabled, this setting is indicated for “Open Front” cabinet with 
curtain instead of door 
 
If r6 = 0 Saving Mode is restored immediately when the door is closed, this setting is 
indicated for “Open Front” cabinet with curtain instead of door. 
Also r8 = 0 is suggested for “Open Front” cabinet. 
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12 Probe settings 
 
 
Parameters involved : 

Parameter Description min Max UOM default 

/C1 Probe 1 offset -127 +127 (°C/°F) / 10 0 

/C2 Probe 2 offset -127 +127 (°C/°F) / 10 0 

/2 probe measurement stability 1 15 - 4 

/4 

select display probe 
 
1 = 1st input  
      See also “Mitigation  
                          algorithm”. 
 
2 = 2nd Input  
 
3 = 3rd Input 
 
4 = Current working Setpoint      
( “St” during Day Mode /  
“St + rd” during Night mode)  
 
5 = blank  
(except icons and fault 
codes still function) 
 
 

1 5 - 1 

/5 select °C/°F 0(°C) 1(°F) - 0 

/6 Disable decimal point 0 1 - 0 
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13 Compressor protections 
 
Parameters involved : 

Parameter Description min Max UOM default 

c0 
Compressor and fan delay start delay 
after start-up 

0 200 Min 5 

c1 delay between 2 consecutive starts 0 100 Min 0 

c2 minimum compressor OFF time 0 100 Min 0 

c3 minimum compressor ON time 0 100 Min 0 
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14   Low / High Voltage protection 
 

The Low/High Voltage Protection is a firmware functionality designed to prevent the 
damage of the compressor related to a power supply fluctuation. The devices with such 
functionality do not have to be considered as safety devices. 
 
The algorithm is divided into two stages: 

1) the measurement of the power supply voltage 
2) the supply of the compressor, according to the power supply measurement 

 
 

14.1 LVP and HVP functionality 

The LVP functionality is well described by the following graph.The low voltage will be 
detected once the connection power line is less than  nominal voltage minus 15% nominal 
. will be set free when power line is above nominal voltage minus 10% nominal 
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The HVP functionality is well described by the following graph. The high voltage will be 
detected once the connection power line is above nominal voltage plus 15% nominal . will 
be set free when power line is less than nominal voltage plus 10% nominal 

 
Here are the three cases that can occur. 
the low/high voltage condition is detected but there is no compressor requested, thus no 
alarm is signalled. 
While the compressor is ON, a low/high voltage condition is detected. In this case, the 
compressor is immediately turned OFF , massages the “ELO”/ “EHI” on display ,buzzer is 
activated at the meantime . When the low/high voltage condition expire, a pending 
compressor requested is served according to the setting of the protection time parameters 
During a low/high voltage condition, a compressor ON request occurs. In this case the 
compressor request is not served and the low/high voltage alarm is signalled only when 
the not served request occurs 
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There would be a fourth case, quite difficult to happen. Consider the second case: during a 
compressor ON state, a low/high voltage condition is detected. In this condition a low/high 
voltage alarm is signalled. If, during the low/high voltage condition, the compressor ON 
request disappear, the low/high voltage protection alarm does not disappear until the 
low/high voltage condition terminates.  
During a high or low voltage alarm, the message “EHI” or “ELO”, respectively, flashes on  
the display alternating with the temperature; if fitted, the buzzer is activated 
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15 CO2 Management 
 

Due to the fact that  the CO2 refrigeration systems work at very high discharge pressure, a 
new function is added to the ECOBOX logic in order to detect potential dangerous high 
temperature or pressure conditions. 
 
The detection is based on 2 different technical approaches used for the cabinet design : 

- to use a temperature probe on the condenser or gas cooler cooler in order to detect 
the high pressure condition indirectly; 

- to use a pressure switch on the gas pipe in order to detect the high pressure 
condition directly.       

 
When the condition is detected, ECOBOX reacts with two actions: 

- switches off the compressor relay and evaporator fan relays; 
- manages the compressor protection after the condition is ended.   

 
As per the European normative, such kind of device cannot be considered as a safety 
device for high pressure potential dangerous conditions; the real safety device must be a 
mechanical device, able to switch off the compressor, independently from the controller. 
 

 
 
ECOBOX solutions for CO2 are based on different input configurations : 

 1st Analog Input :  internal air probe 

 2nd Analog Input :  condenser probe ( A11 = 1 ) 

 Digital Input :  door switch / curtain switch 
or 

 Analog Input :  internal air probe 

 1st Digital Input :  pressure switch[N/C] ( A11 = 2 ) 

 2nd Digital Input :  door switch  / curtain switch 
or 

 Analog Input :  internal air probe 

 2nd  Input :   evaporator probe and pressure switch[N/C] ( A11 = 3 ) 

 Digital Input :  door switch  / curtain switch 
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15.1    CO2 management with High temperature condenser probe 
alarm 

 
 
INPUTS : 

 1st Analog Input :  internal air probe 

 2nd Analog Input :  condenser probe – A11 = 1 

 Digital Input :  door switch  
 
( Same logic of PZHBC0H00F ) 
 
“High temperature condenser alarm” is derived from standard PJEZ “Dirty condenser 
alarm”. 
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 1st  level pre-alarm “cht” , with auto-reset :   

 
 
 
 
 
 

 2nd level alarm “CHT” , with manual reset :  

 
All the relays are released, compressor turns OFF, fan turns OFF and light turns OFF.  
The message “CHt” is shown on the display. 
 
"CHT" alarm can be reset manually or Automatically (A14 >0): 

- by pressing both the keys UP and DOWN for 5 seconds 
- by the delay time A14 ended. 
- powering down the controller.  
 

"CHT" alarm can be reset manually with password (A14 = 0): 
- by pressing both the keys UP and DOWN for 5 seconds ,then input the password :44. 
The general idea is not let the people from shop reset the alarm, only the technician have 
the authority with password.  
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15.2    CO2 management with High pressure switch 

 
 
INPUTS : 

 Analog Input :  internal air probe 

 1st Digital Input :  pressure switch[N/C] – A11 = 2 

 2nd Digital Input :  door switch  
 
( Same logic of PZHBC0H00R ;   
      A12, A13, A14  REDEFINED AS PER CHAPTER 15.3) 
 
This logic is designed to fit this schema 

 

 
 
When an High Pressure event happens, the Pressure Switch opens and compressor 
switch off; at the same time EXTERN relè opens, PJEZ DI detect it and switch off the 
compressor relè. 
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A11=2 High Pressure Switch 

PINS 9-10   VALUE MEANING 

  

OPEN PRESSURE SWITCH ALARM 

1. 
ALARM STATUS  
= High pressure alarm is 
triggered immediately 
when input OPEN 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
WHEN IN ALARM STATUS: 

 
- display flashing  
           - “hPr” if the alarm will auto reset; 
          -  “HPr” if it requires a manual reset (see A12); 
          -  alternating with regulation probe; 
          -  The display will continue to flash the alarm code  
                    when the buzzer is muted. 

 
- buzzer ( when enabled, H4=0 ) 
          - sound when the HPr or hPr alarm is active; 
          - muted by pressing the mute button; 
          - mute cancelled when alarm resets  
                    (ready to sound  again if new alarm occurs) 

 
 
- COMPRESSOR 
           - relay output = off 
 
- FAN 
           - relay output = off 
 
- LIGHT 
           - relay output = according to parameters A15 
           - A15       = 1 = lights are switched off,  
                                   but light button is still available,  
                                    lights are not maintained OFF   
                                    = DEFAULT 
                           = 0 = manage light output normally 
 
- DEFROST 
while  high pressure alarms hPr or HPr is active: 

- defrost is not performed 
- dI interval timer paused 
- no defrost request pending are displayed 

 
- A13 “Alarm counter reset time”         
Alarm event counted if alarm reoccurs within A13 hours of 
last alarm event (0 -240 hours) default = 24 hours. 
                 If A13 = 0 then high pressure alarm events will 
always be counted over an indefinite time period. 
 
When A13 timer expires without any other “hPr” event, the 
alarm counter A12 is reset.   
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When “hPr” alarm occurs and updating counter then restart 
A13 timer. 
 
Alarm event counter is persisted in eeprom memory. 
At Power ON, if the counter is ≠0 then A13 timer starts 
timing.   

 
2. “hPr” ALARM EXIT, 
WHEN A14 EXPIRES 
 
 
The alarm remains active 
for a minimum duration  
A14 (0-240 minutes).  
Default = 60 minutes. 
 
 

 
 

 
When “hPr” is active 
when the c2 (min comp off timer) expired, the PJEZ 
compressor relè turns on for a short timer delay (5 seconds). 
During this short delay PJEZ try to detect the DI signal 
again:  

- if DI is detected as OPEN, pressure alarm remains 

active; 
- if DI is detected as CLOSE, pressure alarm remains 

active but A14 is counted : when A14 expires, “hPr” alarm 
exits. 

 
 
High pressure alarm RESET: 
 

- if A12=0  : automatic, after A14 time; 
- if A12≠0  : automatic, after A14 time  

               AND manual reset counting “A12” events. 
 
 
- A12  “Number of alarm events to request the manual 
reset”. 
0 = no manual reset of high pressure alarm. High pressure alarm 
always resets after A14 time. 
1 = requires manual reset on first occurrence of alarm, 
2  =requires manual reset on second alarm event 
X = requires manual reset on xth   alarm event 

 

When alarm status is reset (A14 expires) LIGHT status is 
aligned to DAY/NIGHT current status. 
 

3. 
WHEN MANUAL RESET  
is required 
 

 
 

- A18  “Allow power cycle of controller to manually reset 
alarm”  
 
1 = yes = DEFAULT  
      (also manual reset with password is allowed) 
 
0 = ONLY  manual reset via pressing up and down buttons  
                      for 5 seconds then entering password “44”. 
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15.3    CO2 management with High pressure switch and evaporator 
probe 

 
 
INPUTS : 

 Analog Input :  internal air probe 

 2nd  Input :   evaporator probe and pressure switch[N/C] – A11 = 3 

 Digital Input :  door switch  
 
 

Second input management as  
- evaporator temperature probe  
- connected in series with Normally/Closed external contact; pins 9 & 10 : 

 
a. WHEN CLOSE : signal on 9&10 is coming from the connected probe, 

information is used as evaporator probe. 
b. WHEN OPEN : signal on 9&10 is in open situation, information is used as 

high pressure event. 
 
Proposed schema :  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
WARNING:  
- the technical characteristics of the external N/C switch must  

- ensure the continuity of contact when in the CLOSED position  
- and the stability of the measurement of the probe connected. 

- ECOBOX EVO is NOT a safety device, external pressure switch must ensure the 
mechanical power off of the loads. 
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A11=3 = Evaporator Defrost Probe and High Pressure Switch 

PINS 9-10   VALUE MEANING 

  

PROBE EVAPORATOR PROBE 

 

 

 
Defrost Probe.    
 
Probe fault alarm “E1” : 
- open probe alarm is activated after A16 timer; 
- short circuit alarm is available. 
 
 
A16 is in minutes,  
Min = 0 ( open probe detection disabled ),  
Max = 60 minutes,  
Default = 15minutes. 
 
A17 = 0 = standard reaction 
    When “E1” active : 

- display  = “E1” and Air Temp. alternatively; 
- regulation is enabled; 
- defrost is managed as d0=0, only by time. 

 
A17 = 1 = hPr (or HPr) alarm remains active 
    When “E1” active : 

- display  = “E1”, hPr (or HPr) and Air Temp. 
alternatively; 

- regulation remains disabled; 
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OPEN PRESSURE SWITCH ALARM 

1. 
ALARM STATUS  
= High pressure alarm is 
triggered immediately 
when input OPEN 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
WHEN IN ALARM STATUS: 

 
- display flashing  
           - “hPr” if the alarm will auto reset; 
          -  “HPr” if it requires a manual reset (see A12); 
          -  alternating with regulation probe; 
          -  The display will continue to flash the alarm code  
                    when the buzzer is muted. 

 
- buzzer ( when enabled, H4=0 ) 
          - sound when the HPr or hPr alarm is active; 
          - muted by pressing the mute button; 
          - mute cancelled when alarm resets  
                    (ready to sound  again if new alarm occurs) 

 
- COMPRESSOR 
           - relay output = off 
 
- FAN 
           - relay output = off 
 
- LIGHT 
           - relay output = according to parameters A15 
           - A15       = 1 = lights are switched off,  
                                   but light button is still available,  
                                    lights are not maintained OFF   
                                    = DEFAULT 
                           = 0 = manage light output normally 
- DEFROST 
while  high pressure alarms hPr or HPr is active: 

- defrost is not performed 
- dI interval timer paused 
- no defrost request pending are displayed 

 
- A13 “Alarm counter reset time”         
Alarm event counted if alarm reoccurs within A13 hours of 
last alarm event (0 -240 hours) default = 24 hours. 
                 If A13 = 0 then high pressure alarm events will 
always be counted over an indefinite time period. 
 
When A13 timer expires without any other “hPr” event, the 
alarm counter A12 is reset.   
 
When “hPr” alarm occurs and updating counter then restart 
A13 timer. 
 
Alarm event counter is persisted in eeprom memory. 
At Power ON, if the counter is ≠0 then A13 timer starts 
timing.   
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2.  
WHEN input CLOSES  
AFTER ALARM STATUS 
 
 
The alarm remains active 
for a minimum duration  
A14 (0-240 minutes).  
Default = 60 minutes. 
 
A14 timer starts from 
when external high 
pressure switch resets. 
 

 
 

 
 
High pressure alarm RESET: 
 

- if A12=0  : automatic, after A14 time; 
- if A12≠0  : automatic, after A14 time  

               AND manual reset counting “A12” events. 
 
 
- A12  “Number of alarm events to request the manual 
reset”. 
0 = no manual reset of high pressure alarm. High pressure alarm 
always resets after A14 time. 
1 = requires manual reset on first occurrence of alarm, 
2  =requires manual reset on second alarm event 
X = requires manual reset on xth   alarm event 

 

When alarm status is reset (A14 expires) LIGHT status is 
aligned to DAY/NIGHT current status. 
 

3. 
WHEN MANUAL RESET  
is required 
 

 
 

- A18  “Allow power cycle of controller to manually reset 
alarm”  
 
1 = yes = DEFAULT  
      (also manual reset with password is allowed) 
 
0 = ONLY  manual reset via pressing up and down buttons  
                      for 5 seconds then entering password “44”. 
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16 Alarms List 
 
The possible alarm codes are shown in the following table: 
 

Code buzzer Icon Description  reset 

E0 active ON Regulation probe error automatic 

E1 not active ON Second probe error automatic 

E2 not active ON Door switch fault  automatic 

E3 not active ON when mitigation algorithm enabled; if regulation temperature > /b 

and increasing. 

automatic 

dOr active ON open door alarm automatic 

LO active ON low temperature alarm automatic 

HI active ON high temperature alarm automatic 

EE not active ON internal parameters error not possible 

EF not active ON operating parameters error manual 

dF not active OFF defrost running  automatic 

cht not active ON condenser high temperature  

pre-alarm    

Automatic 

CHt active ON condenser high temperature  

alarm 

Manual(A14 =0) 

Automatic(A14 >0) 

Err active ON refrigerant system failure alarm automatic 

ECO not active OFF ECO mode running automatic 

CCP active ON Cold Climate Protection mode running automatic 

hPr active ON High pressure pre-alarm automatic 

HPr active ON High pressure alarm manual 

ELO active ON Low voltage condition detected automatic 

EHI active ON High voltage condition detected automatic 

 

 

 
 
When Buzzer is ON, it can be muted by pushing the button “BUZZER MUTE”. 
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17 Technical specifications 
PJEZ standard specification : 
Please refer to “easy/easy compact  User Manual” :“6.1 easy technical specifications”. 
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18 Modifying the parameters 
 
The operating parameters are modifiable using the keypad. 
Access to the parameters is protected by password (default = 22) to prevent accidental or 
unauthorised modifications. 
 
Accessing the Parameters: 

1. press the “BUZZER MUTE” ( “UP” ) button for more than 5 sec. ;  
the display shows the parameter code “PS” (password); 
 

2. press the “DAY-NIGHT” button to access the password setting;  
the display shows the parameter starting value “0”; 
use the “UP” and “DOWN” buttons to scroll the numbers until displaying “22”

 (default  password); 
 

3. press the “DAY-NIGHT” button to confirm the password;  
the display shows the parameter code “PS” (password); 

 
4. repeat the following procedure for any parameter that need to be modified : 

 
 use the “UP” and “DOWN” buttons to scroll the parameters codes and choose 
the parameter that need to be modified.  
The Category of the parameter choosed, determines the Initial letter of the code 
and the Icon turned on :
 

 
 

 press “DAY-NIGHT” to display the value associated with the parameter code; 
increase or decrease the value using the “UP” or ”DOWN” button respectively; 

 

 press “DAY-NIGHT” to temporarily save the new value and display the 
parameter code again; 

 
Warnings: 
If no button is pressed for 4 minutes or if power is disconnected from the instrument 
before saving the settings : all the changes made to the parameters, temporarily 
saved in the RAM, will be cancelled and the previous settings restored. 

 
5. press the “DAY-NIGHT” button for more than 3 sec. to permanently save the 

parameters and exit the parameter setting procedure. 
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19 Parameters List 
 

Code Description Min Max UOM. Default 

PS Password 0 200 - 22 

 PROBES     

/2 probe measurement stability 1 15 - 4 

/4 select probe displayed 1 3 - 1 

/5 select °C/°F 0(°C) 1(°F) - 0 

/6 disable decimal point 0 1 - 0 

/8 visualization offset -99,0 99,0 °C/°F 0 

/9 min displayed value -40,0 /A °C/°F -3,5 

/A max displayed value /9 /b °C/°F 3,0 

/b visualization threshold 1 /A 199,0 °C/°F 13,0 

/E filtering setting 0 50 - 0 

/C1 probe 1 offset -50.0 50.0 °C/°F 0 

/C2 probe 2 offset -50.0 50.0 °C/°F 0 

 REGULATION      

St set point r1 r2 °C/°F 4 

Rd DAY differential 0 19.0 °C/°F 2 

r1 minimum set point allowed -50 r2 °C/°F -50 

r2 maximum set point allowed r1 200 °C/°F 90 

r4 night-time set point delta -50 50 °C/°F 3 

r5 NIGHT differential 0,0 19,0 °C/°F 4,0 

r6 
automatic day to night switch time; time period with 

close door 
0 90 Hours 4 

r7 
automatic night to day switch time; time period in Night 

mode 
1 90 Hours 6 

r8 
Time to allow the door closure after entering in Night 

mode by keyboard 
0 90 Seconds 10 

CCt CCP mode : entering temperature delta 0,1 20,0 °C/°F 2,0 

CCd CCP mode : entering delay 0 199 °C/°F 30 

Pt Pull down mode setpoint 0 127 °C/°F 30,0 

Pd Pull down max duration time 0 250 Hours 250 

r9 ECO mode inhibition time after pull down 0 24 Hours 0 

r10 Night to day switch light activation delay 0 24 Hours 0 

 COMPRESSOR      

c0 compressor start delay on power-up 0 100 Min 0 

c1 minimum time between consecutive compressor starts 0 100 Min 0 

c2 minimum compressor off time 0 100 Min 0 

c3 minimum compressor on time 0 100 Min 0 

c4 compressor on time with duty setting 0 100 Min 0 

 DEFROST     

d0 type of defrost 0 3 - 0 

d01 Enable hot gas defrost 0 1 - 0 

dI Start defrost condition : interval time 0 199 h/min (see dC) 8 

1dI dI timer runs only when compressor ON 0 1 - 1 

dt 
End defrost condition : evaporator temperature 

threshold 
-50 130 °C/°F 4 
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Code Description Min Max UOM. Default 

dP End defrost condition : max time defrost duration 1 199 min/s (see dC) 30 

d4 
if defrost when switching the instrument on  

( 0=no ; 1=yes ) 
0 1 - 0 

d5 defrost delay on power-up ( when d4=1) 0 199 min 0 

d6 
temperature displayed “frozen” during defrost  

( when d6=0 “dF” is displayed) 
0 1 - 1 

dd dripping time ( stop compressor after defrost ) 0 15 min 2 

d8 LOW temperature alarm bypass time after defrost 0 15 H 1 

d9 
defrost priority over compressor protections 

( if d9=1 c2, c3, c4 are bypassed ) 
0 1 - 0 

d/ Second probe reading (read only) - - °C/°F - 

dC 

time base change for defrost test. 

dC=0 : dI in hours and dP in minutes 

dC=1 : dI in minutes and dP in seconds 

0 1 - 0 

d10 Start defrost temperature setpoint -50,0 127,0 °C/°F -10,0 

d11 Defrost enable temperature setpoint -50,0 127,0 °C/°F 15,0 

d12 Defrost tendency time   A10 200 min 30 

d13 Fan enable during defrost 0 1 - 0 

d20 Defrost tendency evaluation time 3 200 min 3 

d21 Defrost tendency defrost number to RSF alarm 1 5 - 1 

d22 Defrost tendency temperature GAP 0,0 5,0 °C/°F 0,1 

 ALARMS     

A0 alarm temperature differential -20 20.0 °C/°F 2 

AL absolute/relative temperature for low temperature alarm -50 250 °C/°F 0 

AH 
absolute/relative temperature for high temperature 

alarm 
-50 250 °C/°F 0 

Ad temperature alarm delay 0 199 min 0 

A10 Door open alarm delay 0 10 min 5 

A11 Probe 2 mode selection 0 3 - 0 

A12 Number of events to request the manual cht/hpr alm 0 16 - 3 

A13 Cht/hpr alarm interval timer 0 240 hours 24 

A14 Delay time to auto-reset cht/hpr alarm 0 240 min 60 

A15 Light behavior with in the high pressure situation 0 1 - 1 

A16 High pressure to probe alarm (E1) switch delay 0 60 min 15 

A17 High pressure to E1 reaction behavior 0 1 - 0 

A18 Enable persistence of Hpr alarm at power on 0 1 - 1 

A20 Broken door switch timeout A10 60 min 15 

Ac set point dirty condenser alarm -50 250 °C/°F 70 

AE dirty condenser alarm differential temperature 0.1 20.0 °C/°F 5.0 

Acd dirty condenser alarm delay 0 250 min 0 

 EVAPORATOR FAN     

F0 Start delay for FAN and COMPRESSOR 1 100 Sec 3 

Fd0 Fan DAY Duty Cycle : ON time 1 100 min 20 

FdF Fan DAY Duty Cycle : OFF time 0 100 min 10 

Fn0 Fan NIGHT Duty Cycle : ON time 1 100 min 25 

FnF Fan NIGHT Duty Cycle : OFF time 0 100 min 10 

 OTHERS     

H0 supervisor serial address 0 207 - 1 

H2 enable keypad 0 3 - 1 
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Code Description Min Max UOM. Default 

H4 disable buzzer ( 1 = disable ) 0 1 - 0 

H5 ID code (read-only) 0 199 - 199 

 
 
 
 
NOTE : different parameter configurations can be tested using CAREL software “Visual 
Parameter Manager”, available for free on http://ksa.carel.com/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Setting the DEFAULT values 
 
To reset the default parameters: 

1. disconnect power from the instrument; 
2. reconnect power while holding the “DAY-NIGHT” and “LIGHT ON/OFF” buttons; 
3. the display will show the message “CF”; 
4. after a few seconds the instrument starts operating with the default configuration. 

Any different parameter settings will need to be updated. 
 

Warnings: 
running this procedure overwrites any custom parameter settings. 

 
 
 

http://ksa.carel.com/
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20 Parameters Configuration ID 
 
 
"H5" can be used to identify if the working configuration of the parameters is the desidered 
one or if somebody modified one or more parameters. 
 
"H5" can be set with VPM up to 199 value; example "H5"=45. 
 
When a parameter is modified, "H5" is automatically set to the negative value; example 
"H5"=-45. 
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21 Mitigation algorithm 

 
This algorithm can be activated on the 1st input only, the internal air temperature used for 
regulation. 
 
The displayed value is the probe value filtered by mitigation algorithm and limited by the 
visualization thresholds. 
 
What is shown on the display: 
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Parameters involved: 
 
 /E  Visualization filter.  

This is the time constant for filter; the bigger is this value, the stronger 
is the filter and slower is the temperature variation. 
When /E=0 this algorithm is disabled. 

 
 

 /8  Visualization offset; this parameter is added at mitigated value of 
probe 1 to obtain the value to send on display  

 /9  Minimum displayed value; this parameter is used to limit the 
minimum value on display  

 /A  Maximum displayed value; this parameter is used to limit the 
maximum value on display  

 /b  Signaling threshold 1 
 

 

Par Description 
 

 

 

MIN MAX Def U.M. Vis.  

/8 Visualization offset -99 +99 0,0 °C/°F C  

/9 Minimum displayed value -40 /A -3.5 °C/°F C  

/A Maximum displayed value /9 /b 3,0 °C/°F C  

/b Signaling threshold 1 /A 199 13 °C/°F C  

/E Visualization filter 0 50 0(disabled) - C  
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22 Enable keypad 
 

 

 

H2=0  keypad disabled ( enabled only : MUTE and parameters modifiable with PSW ) 
H2=1  keypad enabled ( DEFAULT ) 
H2=2  keypad enabled except for NIGHT / DAY 
H2=3  keypad enabled except for LIGHT 
 

H2 
parameters 
modifiable 
with PSW 

Mute 
NIGHT 
/ DAY 

LIGHT 
START 

DEFROST 

ALARM 
RESET 

(HPr/CHt) 

0 YES YES NO NO NO YES 

1 YES YES YES YES YES YES 

2 YES YES NO YES YES YES 

3 YES YES YES NO YES YES 

 
 
H2 is protected by password. 
 

 


